Abstract. Automatic synchronous parallel operation is one of main functions of marine power station automation. Taking a semi-submersible vessel as the research object, this paper mainly describes the conditions of synchronous parallel operation, detection and achievement way of synchronous parallel operation. According to the requirement, the marine power station simulation is designed based on the Visual C++ platform. Through experimental validation, the testing results show that the marine power station simulation has a high reliability and good anti -interference.
Introduction
The marine power station generally consists of Marine generator set and switchboard, is the core of marine power system [1] .In order to satisfy the power supply reliability and economical efficiency, marine power station usually has three or four synchronous generators as the main power supply. When two or more than two sets of the generators supply to the load, which often requires the generator in parallel operation,and the operation process of Marine generator in parallel operation is called parallel operation.
Now the Marine power station simulator widely applied to crew training , is one kind of combining software with hardware simulator, which plays a huge role in all kinds of crew certificates in field training and competency assessment [2] . But it also has some problems, such as stability improvement, poor extensibility, insufficient secondary development and the location of the training, etc, this influence the training quality and application value of the Marine power station simulator. With the rapid development of computer technology, designing the Marine power station simulatorthrough the Visual C++ platform, which realizes the real time and interactive operation of Marine power station, this has obvious advantages and important significance. It will Improve the quality of teaching and training.
Parallel Operation of The SG(Shaft Generator)s
The situation of parallel operation First, it needs two generators to be operating in parallel when the ship passes in and out the wharf or the narrow waterway in a sailing state. Secondly, the output power of the generator is greater than 80% of the rated power. Thirdly, the system issues an order of increasing machine when the running generator fault [3] . The parallel conditions required for the parallel connection of SGs (1) . Voltages should be equal ( 2 1  U U , The gap between 2 U and 1 U permits a figure minus or plus 10 % . );
(2). Frequencies should be equal ( 2 1 f f  , The gap between 2 f and 1 f permits a figure minus or plus 0.5Hz.); (3) . Parallel connection should be realized at the synchronism time ( 2 1 =   , The gap between 2  and 1  permits a figure minus or plus 15°.); (4) . Phase sequence of the SGs should be same(Because the ship sailing, the line has been connected, it is not necessary to check the phase sequence when parallel operation) [4] ;
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The Design of Parallel Operation
Every generating unit is completed by the control unit of the generating unit. The self-starting capability composed of some logical judgment. When the control system detects that the power of the electric network is not enough or the power is not enough, it would form an order of increasing machine immediately. At the same time, the logical condition of the start of the corresponding unit is detected. If the mechanical fault or the electric fault is detected when the logical condition is enough to start, the computer would turn to the external circuit to input signal and analyze the value of the internal flag variable, therefore, it could make a decision whether the generating unit can carry out "self-starting". After one generator carries out "self-starting", the program detects the generator whether it is started successfully. If it is not successes, starts again. If the generator fails three times, the other one would start. After the generator starts successfully, it turns to a single frequency modulation program automatically or the system calls "automatic parallel operation" program. Moreover, the key of manual parallel operation is to detect and adjust the frequency and initial phase of two generators which are waiting for parallel operation [5] . Fig.4 describes the flowchart of parallel operation. 
Mathematical Model for The Synchronous Generator
The marine power station simulation is realized through operation on digital computers. The primary job is to set up a mathematical model that describes the marine power station simulation system when we develop a simulator. We'll infer a dynamic model with the 
Summary
The paper investigates automatic parallel operation for marine power station simulation based on virtual technology. The design, with high reliability, powerful function and steady performance, improves power supply quality of the power system. Moreover, it is very useful for implementation of power plant automation, and it has a wide application prospect. Nowadays, marine power station system has been successfully used in various universities and has a satisfied feedback.
